Towards Stockholm+50 Webinar 3 Chat: Environmental Rights, Human Rights, and Environmental Justice

10:02:38 From George Hashaka: George Darlington Hashaka is my name and I am the Founder Executive Chairman of Uganda Peace Foundation based at Kampala, Uganda.

10:03:39 From Pierrette J Cazeau: GM all from HCRFF USA Florida

10:04:48 From Caroline Ford: Hello everyone! Caroline Ford, mum, teacher and writer, North of Stockholm, Parents for Future

10:05:01 From Anthony Harvey: Greetings All, I am Reid Harvey, ceramic industrial designer focused on environmental health and development. I am managing director of Africa Prosperity Inc., whose mission is much the same.

10:05:09 From Stevie Harrison: Good evening from Indonesia. Stevie Leonard Harrison, founder of Inspirator Nusantara and Student at School of Environmental Science at Universitas Indonesia. Nice to e-meet you again here.

10:06:05 From Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed Ahmed to Hosts and panelists: Where the recordings will be posted

10:06:37 From EKPAI NELVILLE ELANGWE: Greetings... Ekpai Nelville Elangwe is my name, delegate FROM Cameroon Federation of Environmental and Ecological Diversity for Agricultural revampment and Human Rights(FEEDAR&HR)

10:07:49 From Leida Rijnhout, SF: It will all be posted on www.towardstockholm50.org

10:09:43 From Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed Ahmed to Hosts and panelists: Thanx Leida

10:10:34 From Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed Ahmed to Hosts and panelists: Ahmed M. Ibrahim from SGBF SAUDI ARABIA

10:10:52 From Serey Sam to Hosts and panelists: Hello everyone, I am Serey Sam, President for Khmer National Liberation Front in Denmark

10:11:17 From Reshma Anil Kumar: I'm Reshma Anil Kumar from India and I use the pronouns they/them. I'm doing my Master's in Gender and Development Studies while working part-time. I like to express myself through written words. I'm passionate about languages, books, climate, mental health, gender and minority issues. I'm working towards SDG5, especially LGBTQ+ issues, by sharing personal stories and empowering people. I make it my goal to inspire people to share their own stories and build bridges to connect people to one another, no matter their differences.

My IG to connect: https://www.instagram.com/reshmaanil4

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/reshma-a-643514113

Twitter: https://mobile.twitter.com/ReshmaAnil4

YouTube Channel: https://youtube.com/c/HelloKorean

My blog: https://reshmanilks.blogspot.com/?m=1
10:12:19 From Tamba Bangaly KAMANO : bonjour à tous juriste de l'environnement membre du Centre d'Excellence du Droit de l'Environnement (CEDE) en République de Guinée prières de nous envoyer le résumé et surtout la traduction dans la langue française merci
10:14:24 From María Cecilia Quaglino : Hello everyone! My name is Cecilia and I’m from Argentina. Looking forward to see you all in Stockholm +50
10:14:39 From Dja tougbé Azia : Hi all. Thanks for this wonderful webinar
10:15:03 From Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed Ahmed to Hosts and panelists : Can we have an extension for registration submission
10:15:14 From Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed Ahmed to Hosts and panelists : Until mid-May
10:15:20 From Charles Nouhan : The recording and PPPs will be shared via the Zoom platform tomorrow. You will all get an email with the link.
10:15:43 From Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed Ahmed to Hosts and panelists : Thanx Charles
10:16:02 From Stevie Harrison : Thank you as always, Charles and Leida!
10:16:05 From Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed Ahmed to Hosts and panelists : Ahmed.m.ibrahim@ntnu.no
10:16:33 From Richard Sam : Hi, I’m Richard N. Sam from Liberia. I have not gotten the first PPPs and recordings yet.
10:17:05 From Anthony Harvey : Many are doing wonderful work in promoting the right to a health environment but there is a problem that local efforts toward this are in many ways discouraged. E.g., devices and interventions of safe drinking water and clean indoor air must be evaluated in distant locations. This does not reconcile with the SDG 6 & 7 stipulations of affordability. Who among implementers would send low-cost devices to distant locations for evaluation? As a result of this impediment, wonderful alternatives are not encouraged as they should be.
10:21:15 From Idris Baba to Hosts and panelists : Hi I’m Idris Baba , from Nigeria. I have been working on environmental impact assessments within five west African countries. It’s exciting to be here https://www.linkedin.com/in/idris-baba-82643a36
10:23:24 From Idris Baba : Hi I’m Idris Baba , from Nigeria. I have been working on environmental impact assessment within five west African countries, Nigeria, Benin, Togo, Ghana and Côte-d’Ivoire. It’s exciting to be here. https://www.linkedin.com/in/idris-baba-82643a36
10:25:14 From Justine Mwanje : Greetings from Uganda
10:27:47 From Leida Rijnhout, SF : If you have questions for Daniel - pls put them in the Q&A!
10:28:27 From Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed Ahmed to Hosts and panelists : Please Leida facilitate the recordings through an email
10:33:28 From Nayah Tayem : Good afternoon from Cameroon. Happy to be a part of this Webinar.
Nayah
10:33:48 From Emilie Gaillard to Hosts and panelists : Good afternoon from Normandy!
10:37:07 From Rifa Nanziba : Hello, I am Rifa Nanziba from Bangladesh.
this is my LinkedIn profile https://www.linkedin.com/in/rifa-nanziba-0619181a4
10:38:15  From Uzodinma Adirieje: Hi. I'm Dr. Uzodinma Adirieje. CEO, Afrihealth Optonet Association (AHOA) - CSOs Network. I'm based in Nigeria. WhatsApp: +2348034725905; Email: socseeigeria@gmail.com
10:47:18  From Uzodinma Adirieje to Hosts and panelists: Kindly share the presentations to email, if possible <socseeigeria@gmail.com>
10:47:57  From Zoe Lujic: Thanks Leida
10:48:03  From Cyril Ritchie: Great statement, Daniel. And great to see and hear you once again! Cyril Ritchie
10:52:19  From Zoe Lujic: Yes, some states in Europe are already debating it like Belgium and Denmark!!
10:52:26  From Zoe Lujic: the law of ecocide that is
10:54:13  From Nayah Tayem: Daniel the Law to peace should be emphasized. Nayah
10:55:55  From Samia Shell to Hosts and panelists: Sending you a hello, Dan! Happy I could watch your presentation, I’ll have to hop off now.
10:59:08  From RUGONDERA Yves: Nayah, voulez-vous dire être mise en place, sensibilisée, vulgarisée et publiée?
11:01:14  From James Harrison Onwukwe: Brilliant presentation thus far.
11:01:47  From James Harrison Onwukwe: Bold Statement for our environment
11:02:10  From RUGONDERA Yves: Pas de son de notre part, wsp +2578819777 Yves Rugondera du Burundi, alucovisburundi@gmail.com
11:14:04  From Bounthone Chanthalavong-Wiese: I'm President of the Alliance for Democracy in Laos. You talk about environment and justice. In Laos (Southeast Asia) the Lao PDR government has built too many dams (more than 100 dams in any country like Laos) with corruption in every level of administration and dictatorial regime with deforestation in this area and land grabbing, consequent Drought and overflood as well as Dam disasters in 2018. My question will you stop Damsprojekt?
11:14:12  From Nayah Tayem: That's really true. we really need to address the problem of climate change. we have rain falling now as if we are in the month of July. farmers are just confused
11:16:07  From Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed Ahmed to Hosts and panelists: Thank you very much very informative we need more of the sessions
11:18:46  From Nayah Tayem: Addressing the environmental problems. how then can we solve the land rights of Women and Youth's which is a big challenge in many Countries?
11:19:07  From Zoe Lujic: We need to change our RELATIONSHIP with Nature and all living beings
11:19:55  From Zoe Lujic: Brilliantly said - environmentalising the politics and political processes!!
11:20:02  From Bounthone Chanthalavong-Wiese: Contact with me: chanthalavong@aol.com
From Aditi Mishal: Thank you for inspiring sessions. Greetings from Dr Aditi Mishal Chief Sustainability Officer from Govardhan Ecovillage. Looking forward to Stockholm+50

From Cyril Ritchie: THANKS, Dianne. You have been a star of Hope for all these 50 years. Cyril Ritchie

From Nayah Tayem: Diane Thanks so much.

From RUGONDERA Yves: Je m’excuse de quelques empechements liés au plan de service et à bientôt. félicitation à tous ceux qui ont exposés, vraiment un évenement émouvant et plus attirant du contexte stratégique au changement des mentalités et des pratiques dans nos régions. Espérons de nous rencontrer en physique ou par parrainage d’initiative locale pour plus d’impact.

From Zoe Lujic: Excellent proposal - in line with our Rights of Nature movement, which is exactly what is being said so far by Dr Byers

From Nayah Tayem: You have said it all Dr. If the rights of everybody was respected.

Peace would have been the watch word And the entire World a better place to live.

From Charles Nouhan to Leida Rijnhout, SF(Direct Message): Is it your intention to invite any of the attendees to speak?

From Anthony Harvey: Leida and others, is there not a question as to who it is that is 'entitled' to foster development? Who are the stakeholders? Is it not the case that the no. 1 stakeholders are those addressed in SDG 1, No Poverty...?

From Nicholas King: Aldo Leopold put it so simply: “A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise.”

From Nicholas King: and John Muir: The fight for beauty is "not blind opposition to progress, but opposition to blind progress"

From Nicholas King: and Russell Baker: “Usually terrible things that are done with the excuse that progress requires them are not really progress at all, just terrible things.”

From Silvia Ribeiro, ETC Group: I recommend to read this statement, initiated by CIEL and other organizations and signed by over 750 organizations throughout the world:

From Silvia Ribeiro, ETC Group: https://www.realsolutions-not-netzero.org/

From Silvia Ribeiro, ETC Group: Real Solutions, not “net Zero”

From Bernard Combes: Great discussion and exchanges, might be good to look at and reflect on the 1997 Declaration on the Responsibilities of the Present Generations towards Future Generations (https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000110827.locale=en), the 2017 Declaration of Ethical Principles in relation to Climate Change (https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000260129.locale=en) as well as the Earth Charter and its 16 principles (https://earthcharter.org/read-the-earth-charter/). Also some insights on Education and Environment (https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000002546?posInSet=33&queryId=eab495da-d9d4-48c7-b13d-1c64f806db5d) from 50 years ago with some of them still quite relevant today.
From Anthony Harvey: Incidentally, all are invited to a webinar/conversation, facilitated by Africa Prosperity Inc., focused on environmental health and development. Please join us for the conversation, *Building Local Capacity,* May 9th, Monday, 9:00am, New York time.

Link to join: https://lnkd.in/deZ55Uah
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j4VCICGZa87km9K6Ak6zs-bmux2syU6V/view?usp=sharing

From Nayah Tayem: This are great resolutions. if put into enforcement the World will be a better place.

Thank you Daniel

From Anthony Harvey: Incidentally, all are invited to a webinar/conversation, facilitated by Africa Prosperity Inc., focused on environmental health and development. Please join us for the conversation, *Building Local Capacity,* May 9th, Monday, 9:00am, New York time.

Link to join: https://lnkd.in/deZ55Uah
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j4VCICGZa87km9K6Ak6zs-bmux2syU6V/view?usp=sharing

From Nayah Tayem: Thank you all for the presentation sNayah

From Emira Woods, Green Leadership Trust: Thank you to DDR and all the panelists for such an insightful and inspiring session!

From Ir Dr Ip Ngai Bong: Thank You!

From Emira Woods, Green Leadership Trust: This indeed IS the “Justice Century”

From Tcharbuahbokengo NFINN: Thanks you all for the great ideas contributed

From Bernard Combes: For more information on the Man & Biosphere Programme, https://en.unesco.org/mab

From Zoe Lujic: Thank you all

From Nina Luzzatto Gardner to Hosts and panelists: Bravo to all!